Mayor’s Disability Council Proposed Bylaw Amendments

Friday, October 18, 2013

Note: Deleted language is denoted by strikethrough; proposed additions are in **bold and italic**.

**Original Language**

**ARTICLE II**

**Section 4.** ATTENDANCE REQUIRED: Attendance at regular Mayor’s Disability Council meetings is a required official duty. A Council member is subject to dismissal if that member is absent from three regular meetings out of a series of
twelve. A Council member is recorded absent from a meeting if not actually present for at least fifty-one percent of a meeting.

**Proposed Language**

**ARTICLE II**

**Section 4.** ATTENDANCE REQUIRED: Attendance at regular Mayor’s Disability Council and Executive Committee meetings is a required official duty. A Council member is subject to dismissal if that member—*if she or he is absent from three (3) scheduled regular Council meetings out of a series of twelve (12) or three (3) executive committee meetings out of twelve (12).* A Council member can also be marked present if he or she attends either meeting via a conference phone or the Bridge Line. A Council member is recorded absent from a meeting if not actually present for at least fifty-one percent of a meeting.